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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

My first seven months as President have not been dull, largely because of the global economic crisis, but also because of two exciting and challenging events, our first meeting across the pond and the move from self-publishing to a full service publisher for the *Journal of Vertebrate Paleontology* (*JVP*). Because some of you may be wondering how SVP has fared in the economic turndown and what the Executive Committee response has been, I will summarize some of our efforts and reasoning.

Since the beginning of 2008 the value of SVP investments is down by $890,000, a drop of about 1/3 of its value. This is not good news but the Society remains on solid financial ground. In the last few months, Treasurer Ted Vlamis, members of the Financial Oversight Committee, and Administrative Director Kate VanZanten evaluated our investment portfolio and management and made changes that should limit future losses and ensure steady growth. After the economic difficulties of late 2008, the Executive Committee reviewed our 2009 budget and found that with the decline in the value of the portfolio our projected net operating loss amounted to over $300,000—approximately 17% of the value of the portfolio. This is opposed to our goal, based on market history and sound business practices, of drawing not more than 4% of the value of the portfolio for operating needs. Clearly, we needed to take a hard look at the 2009 budget. In doing so, the Business Office and Executive Committee identified three primary areas where we need to seek reductions: the journal, the annual meeting, and the business office.

We have made great progress on the first item, the *JVP*. I am pleased to report that we have nearly completed a successful contract with Taylor & Francis, Ltd. for publication of the *JVP* and *Memoirs*. The advantages of a publishing house are several and include 1) a quicker turn-around/to press time; 2) expansion to six issues a year; 3) an annual *Memoir* issue included in member subscriptions; 4) 24 color pages per volume; 5) greater exposure for the *JVP* due to T&F’s marketing abilities which should raise the impact factor of the *JVP*; and 6) a significant improvement in the *JVP* budget.

The annual meeting is a tougher nut to crack. It is one of our most important programs and SVP has, historically, heavily subsidized the cost of the meeting in order to keep registration rates low and ensure meeting access to as many as possible. When SVP investments were growing at a healthy clip, we could afford this substantial withdrawal, but times have changed. The Executive Committee believes that we need to manage SVP’s budget in such a manner that the value of its investments continues to grow which means lowering the cost of the annual meeting while maintaining its quality. This year, given the added expenses associated with having the meeting overseas, we were forced to make some tough decisions. These included the replacement of the printed abstract volume with a downloadable and searchable PDF, reductions in the snacks and drinks provided with registration (there will still be a coffee hour), and replacement of the awards banquet with an awards ceremony. These actions saved the Society between 20 and 30 thousand dollars.

We are in the process of evaluating expenses at the business office and devising ways to reduce them. The shift to Taylor & Francis is likely to relieve some of the burden, but other activities, such as committee support, abstract and awards management, more complex annual meetings, and the maintenance of the Web site, continue to grow and demand more hours. We plan to continue monitoring this and will try to shift some of the tasks accomplished by the business office to willing members and committees whenever possible. If you are interested in volunteering and, most importantly, are able to make a consistent time commitment to SVP (even if it’s seasonal), contact the business office! [And see following seeking regional editors for the *News Bulletin*.]

Please feel free to write me with your concerns, or even better, suggestions on how to make SVP even better than it already is. (Blair Van Valkenburgh)
REGIONAL EDITORS SOUGHT
The News Bulletin is looking for a few good people to serve as regional editors for several regions. If you are interested in serving our Society, this may be just the ticket. Basically, twice annually, you would be responsible for gathering and reviewing items submitted for a given geographical region and then forwarding them on to the managing editor for inclusion in the News Bulletin. If you are interested in the positions or require further information, please contact Mary Ann Schmidt (maryanns@andrew.cmu.edu).

--- NEW MEMBERS ---

**Adams, William**
7505 S. St. Louis
Chicago IL 60652
(773) 331-1246
wadams2@luc.edu

**Agnew, Jeff**
Department of Geology
2911 Centenary Boulevard
Shreveport LA 71104
(225) 252-4173
jagnew@centenary.edu

**Almécija, Sergio**
Edifici ICP
Campus UAB
Cerdanyola del Vallès E-08193
Spain
+34649639564
sergi.almejica@icp.cat

**Amos, Raven**
1051 Colonial Drive
Wasilla AK 99654
(907) 715-1664
ravenamos@gmail.com

**Anders, Ulrike**
Kessenicher Strasse 152
Bonn G-53129
Germany
+49-228-929-82146
uanders@uni-bonn-bonn.de

**Andreav, Plamen**
Makgahan 69, Apt 30
Sofia B-1510
Bulgaria
+359-895-63-0454
plamsome@abv.bg

**Aotsuka, Keiichi**
4-8-15 Yutaka-cho
Shibata 857-0016
Japan
+(0)80-823406
soudo1@ka.ims@gmail.com

**Atayman, Saniye**
University of the Witwatersrand
1 Jan Smuts Avenue
Private Bag 3, WITS
Johannesburg 2050
South Africa
+002711-717-6686
saniye.atayman@students.wits.ac.za

**Auditore, Marco**
via S. Giovanni Battista, 7/23
Genova 16154
Italy
+00393492158611
maaudito@lin.it

**Aureli-Garrido, Josep**
C/ de la Borriana, 4-6, 2ª 1ª
Sabadell 08202
Spain
+34 651 618 395
josep.aureli@campus.uab.es

**Aureli-Garrido, Josep**
C/ de la Borriana, 4-6, 2ª 1ª
Sabadell 08202
Spain
+34 651 618 395
josep.aureli@campus.uab.es

**Azanza, Miguel Moreno**
Latassa 22 3 4
Zaragoza S-50009
Spain
+34-651-371-292
mmanzanza@gmail.com

**Bailey, Richard James**
16 Wigsley Close
Lincoln
Lincolnshire LN6 3LD
United Kingdom
+01-522-880-670
funkybailey@hotmail.co.uk

**Baker, Kari L.**
42 Almadin Lane, #B2
Billings MT 59105
(406) 672-6565
dinosaurcrazy@iimt.net

**Balfour Wilson, Laura Anne**
Palaontologisches Institut und Museum
Karl Schmid-Strasse 4
Zurich OH CH-8006
Switzerland
+41-44-634-2447
laura.wilson@pim.uzh.ch

**Barco, José Luis**
Polígono Inbisa-Empresarium
- C/ Retama
nº 17, nave C-24
La Cartuja Baja (Zaragoza) E-50720
Spain
+3476511891
jbarco@paleoymas.com

**Barden, Holly**
48 St. Margarets Road
Wyton
Cambridgeshire PE28 2AN
United Kingdom
+01480464010
holly_barden@hotmail.co.uk

**Barmann, Eva Verena**
Department of Zoology
Downing Street
Cambridge CB2 3EJ
United Kingdom
+44-750-393-8895
verena@baermanns.de

**Barnes, Rosie**
Department of Earth Sciences
Gower Street
London WC1E 6BT
United Kingdom
+07800592299
rosie.barnes@ucl.ac.uk

**Bastl, Katharina Anna**
Ungargasse 11
Wiener Neustadt A-2700
Austria
+43 699 81214719
katharina.bastl@inode.at
Chritz, Kendra L.
35 S. 700 E, Apt. #8
Salt Lake City UT 84102
(206) 719-3440
kchrzt@gmail.com

Clark, Geoffrey
3060 Allan Road
North Vancouver BC V7J 3C4
Canada
(604) 980-4996
gclark@shaw.ca

Clauss, Marcus
Winterthurerstrasse 260
Zurich 8057
Switzerland
+0041 44 635 83 76
mclauss@vetclinics.uzh.ch

Cobb, Samuel
University of Hull
Hull HU6 7RX
United Kingdom
+19-0432-8873
sam.cobb@hyms.ac.uk

Codd, Jonathan
3.614 Stopford Building
Oxford Road
Manchester M13 9PT
United Kingdom
+44-1612-75-5474
jonathan.codd@manchester.ac.uk

Contessi, Michela
via Umago 15
Ravenna 48100
Italy
+039 3293065649
m.contessi@email.it

Conway, John
61 Keith Grove
London W12 9EY
United Kingdom
+(0)77 8785 4997
john.a.conway@gmail.com

Cormany, Robert
19 Orchard Avenue
Carlisle PA 17015
(717) 243-0413
rcormany@aol.com

Crisfield, Melanie
Department of Anthropology
Rutgers University
131 George Street, RAB 306
New Brunswick NJ 08901
(732) 470-7594
mcris@eden.rutgers.edu

Cromer, Robert
708 Indian Mound Drive
North Augusta SC 29841
(803) 624-2077
rcromer@aug.edu

Csiki, Zoltan
1 N. Balcescu Boulevard
Bucharest 010041
Romania
+0040722844810
zoltan.csiki@g.unibuc.ro

Cullen, Thomas
1006 Gardenway Drive
Orleans ON K4A3J4
Canada
(613) 298-8733
tcullen@connect.carleton.ca

Darras, Laurent
Department of Geology
University Road
Leicester
Leicestershire LE1 7RH
United Kingdom
+44-759-937-6828
lo101@le.ac.uk

De Bast, Eric
avenue Verlaine 2
Wavre 1300
Belgium
+32499465548
ericdebast@gmail.com

Dias-da-Silva, Sérgio
1847th, Antônio Trilha Avenue
1158th, Apartment 401, Coronel
Cezafredo
São Gabriel 00000
Brazil
+(005555)3232-6075
sergiosilva@unipampa.edu.br

Domingo, Laura
C/ José Antonio Novais 2
Madrid 28040
Spain
+34664145882
lauradomingo@geo.ucm.es

Dumont, Maitena
Max Planck Strasse 1
Duesseldorf 40237
Germany
+49 (0)211 67 92 - 8
m.dumont@mpie.de

Eastham, Laura Campbell
359 Dovercourt Road
Toronto ON M6J3E5
Canada
(416) 436-8711
laura.eastham@utoronto.ca

Edwards, Nick
2 Lake End Way
Crowthorne
Berkshire RG45 7LP
United Kingdom
+44-0-7739-03-5468
nicholas.edwards@postgrad.
manchester.ac.uk

Elshafie, Sara Joan
945 E. 52nd Street, Apt. #1
Chicago IL 60615
(630) 209-1840
selshafie@uchicago.edu

Engels, Sandra
Lilienweg 10
Bonn 53123
Germany
+49-228-961-06462
sandra.engels@uni-bonn.de

Evander, Robert
Department of Vertebrate Paleontology
Central Park W. at 79th Street
New York NY 10024-5192
(212) 769-5095
evander@amnh.org

Fabbri, Matteo
4 Levan (Ar)
Perugia I-52025
Italy
+(320) 189-4746
paleomatteo@gmail.com

Falconnet, Jocelyn
57 rue Cuvier, CP 38
Paris 75231
France
+33 01 40 79 53 79
falconnet@mnhn.fr

Figueiredo, Rodrigo Giesta
Rua Miguel de Frias
N 84 Apt 1003
Nitero1
RJ 24220-002
Brazil
+55-21-3702-0721
rodrogo.giesta@gmail.com

Filipovic, Boban
Vukole Babica 2
Uzice 31000
Yugoslavia
+(064) 615-0323
filipovic.boban@gmail.com

Fletcher, Thomas M.
83 Beresford Road
Oxton
Birkenhead
Wirral CH43 1XL
United Kingdom
+07742813312
jlf5786@bris.ac.uk
Herridge, Victoria
77b Petley Road
London W6 9SU
United Kingdom
+0044 (0) 2079425477
victoriaherridge@mac.com

Herzog, Lisa
1400 S. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago IL 60605
(312) 665-7626
lbergwall@fieldmuseum.org

Hetherington, Luke
228 Black Skimmer Drive W.
Beaufort SC 29907
(843) 521-0156
palantir@embarqmail.com

Hieronymus, Tobin
Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology
P. O. Box 95
Rootstown OH 44272
(330) 325-6635
h.tobin@gmail.com

Hipsley, Christy
Spandauer Damm 49
Berlin 14059
Germany
+493020938766
christy.hipsley@mfn-berlin.de

Hobson, Sue
129 Suffolk Avenue
Oakville ON L6K 2L5
Canada
(905) 815-9741
sue@suehobson.com

Hoffmann, Simone
Endenicher Strasse 302
Bonn NRW 53121
Germany
+49-228-173-9338
shoffmann@uni-bonn.de

Hugi, Jasmina
Grubenstrasse 5
Schaffhausen 8200
Switzerland
+41-044-634-2347
jasmina.hugi@pim.uzh.ch

Hyder, Elaine
27 Waverley Road
Hoylake
Wirral CH47 3DD
United Kingdom
+(0151) 6332161
elainesht1@aol.com

James, Michael Spencer Brian
10626 84th Avenue
Edmonton AB T6E 2H6
Canada
(780) 758-6336
mjames@ualberta.ca

Jansen, Maren
Am Theuspfad 128
Pulheim 50259
Germany
+0049-223850571
majan@uni-bonn.de

Jansen, Maren
Am Theuspfad 128
Pulheim 50259
Germany
+0049-223850571
majan@uni-bonn.de

Ji, Cheng
Yiheyuan Str. No. 5
Beijing 100871
Peoples Republic of China
+86-13811757964
jicheng04@126.com

Johnson, Mark
Flat 44 The Quadrangle
Lower Ormond Street
Manchester M1 5QF
United Kingdom
+447870374398
m.johnson-6@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk

Kaiser, Gary William
402-3255 Glasgow Avenue
Victoria BC V8X 4S4
Canada
(250) 380-3866
gansus@shaw.ca

Ken, Nicola Wong
324 Black Drive
Milton ON L9T 6S2
Canada
(905) 864-8404
lifeinablender@gmail.com

Kern, Jamie
1706 Terrace Avenue
Bozeman MT 59715
(618) 781-4551
jamie.kern1@gmail.com

Klingenberg, Clyde O.
422 Allan Lane
Corralitos CA 95076
(831) 722-0393
clydeok@gmail.com

Knoll, Fabien
Departamento de Paleobiologia
C/ José Gutiérrez Abascal 2
Madrid 28006
Spain
+34034915668977
knoll@mnecn.csic.es

Knutsen, Espen M.
Natural History Museum Box 1172 Blindern
Oslo N-0318
Norway
+47-930-37396
e.m.knutsen@nhm.uio.no

Kohler, Meike
Institut Catala de Paleontolog
Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona
Bellaterra S-08193
Spain
+34-93-586-8335
meike.kohler@crea.es

Koot, Martha
Ig Albert Road, Flat 22
Plymouth
Devonshire PL2 1AN
United Kingdom
+00-44-0-1752-560-574
martha.koot@plymouth.ac.uk

Kurkin, Andrey
123 Profsoznaya Strasse
Moscow 117997
Russia
+74953391877
kaa@paleo.ru

Laass, Michael
Krollwitzer Strasse 42
Halle G-06120
Germany
+49-176-2151-6634
michael.laass@gmx.de

Lapilana, Cesar
Museo Arqueologico Regional
Alcala de Henares S-28801
Spain
+34-918-35-9093
cesar.laplana.conesa@madrid.org

Laurini, Carolina
Avenida Banderantes, 3900
Ribeirão Preto SP. 14040901
Brazil
+55 16 36024984
xirra.carolina@gmail.com

Lehmann, Thomas
Senckenberganlage 25
Frankfurt am Main 60327
Germany
+00496975421338
thomas.lehmann@senckenberg.de

Lemaître, Olivier
4 rue Archange
Orsay 91400
France
+33685298000
lemaîtreol@hotmail.com
Leonhardt, Anja  
Nußallee 8  
Bonn 53115  
Germany  
+00492287360058  
leonhardt@uni-bonn.de

Lindgren, Thomas  
3208 E. Milber Street  
Tucson AZ 85714  
(520) 398-7008  
tom@geodecor.com

Liu, Liping  
Beijing Xi-wai-Da-Jie 142  
Beijing 100044  
Peoples Republic of China  
+(86)10-88369316  
liuliping@ivpp.ac.cn

Lomax, Dean  
10 Earlesmere Avenue  
Balby  
Doncaster DN40Q  
United Kingdom  
+1-30-285-1132  
skalidis7@hotmail.com

López-Antoñanzas, Raquel  
Departamento de Paleobiologia  
C/ José Gutiérrez Abascal 2  
Madrid 28006  
Spain  
+0034915668978  
ralopan@mncn.csic.es

López-García, Juan Manuel  
Plaça Imperial Tarraco, 1  
Tarragona 43005  
Spain  
+34650147324  
jlopez@prehistoria.urv.cat

Lowe, Mathew  
Department of Zoology  
Dowing Street  
Cambridge CB2 3EJ  
United Kingdom  
+07837220972  
mwl34@cam.ac.uk

Macho, Gabriele  
Richardson Road  
Bradford BD7 1DP  
United Kingdom  
+0044 (0) 1274 233532  
G.Macho@bradford.ac.uk

Madurell-Malapeira, Joan  
Modul ICP  
Espina B3 Bis Parel Campus de la  
UAB  
Cerdanyola del Valles S-08193  
Spain  
+34-93-586-8331  
joan.madurell@icp.cat

Maganuco, Simone  
via Pietro Nenni  
22 Sarmato I-29010  
Italy  
+39-347-186-8851  
simonemaganuco@iol.it

Marion, Chris  
167-1st Street W.  
Drumheller AB T0J0Y4  
Canada  
cmarion@yorku.ca

Mark-Kurik, Elga  
Ehitajate Tee 5  
Tallinn E-19086  
Estonia  
+(372) 620-3020  
kurik@gi.ee

Martinez, Nieves Lopez  
Dept. Paleontologia  
Univ. Comp.  
Madrid S-28040  
Spain  
+34-913-94-4875  
lopezmard@geo..ucm.es

Martinez-Alba, David  
Provençals 5  
2on 1a  
Barcelona S-08019  
Spain  
+34-653-67-4030  
david.m.alba@gmail.com

Masters, Judith  
Department of Zoology  
Private Bag X1314  
Alice 5700  
South Africa  
+0027 83561 8648  
jdmasters@gmail.com

May, Kevin  
907 Yukon Drive  
Fairbanks AK 99775  
(907) 474-5358  
fknkm@uaf.edu

McGee, Amanda  
Department of GeoScience  
2500 University Drive NW  
Calgary AB T2N 1N4  
Canada  
(403) 465-6410  
armacgee@ucalgary.ca

Meehan, Hailey  
706 E. Baldwin Road  
Palatine IL 60067  
(847) 404-2546  
cmeehan@adem.org

Meijer, Hanneke  
Morsingel 143  
Leiden 2312 EV  
The Netherlands  
+0031 71568 7597  
meijerh@naturalis.nl

Meloro, Carlo  
Flat 1 c, Caernswell Court  
1 George Street  
York Y01 9QA  
United Kingdom  
+(0044) 01904 321918  
carlo.meloro@hyns.ac.uk

Menasco-Davis, Lauren  
1501 Harvey Road, #656  
College Station TX 77480  
(512) 699-4011  
Imenascodavis@gmail.com

Meyer, Christian A.  
Augustinergasse 2  
Basel 4001  
Switzerland  
+0041 61 266 55 99  
christian.meyer@bs.ch

Miller, Zachary Mark  
8125 Seaview Street  
Anchorage AK 99502  
(907) 748-3496  
silysaur@gmail.com

Moeller, Jan-Thomas  
Auf dem Campus 1  
Flensburg 24943  
Germany  
+494618052324  
jmoeller@uni-flensburg.de

Mennon, Lee E.  
2277 E. Mineral Avenue  
Littleton CO 80122  
(303) 898-0591  
anymennon@comcast.net

Montanari, Shaena  
642 Amsterdam Avenue, Apt 3A  
New York NY 10025  
(203) 470-5210  
smontanari@amnh.org
Montefeltro, Felipe  
Avenida Bandeirantes 3900  
Ribeirão Preto 14040-001  
Brazil  
+55 1636024984  
felipecm@pg.fcrlp.usp.br

Moya Sola, Salvador  
Av. 2 de Octubre 23  
28040 Madrid  
Spain  
+34 91-398-9341  
salvador.moya@icp.cat

Neal, Kevin  
693 Colonial Drive  
Dallastown, PA 17313  
(717) 495-9823  
kevinrneal@gmail.com

Nieberg, Christina  
Martin-Luther-King-Platz 3  
Hamburg 20146  
Germany  
+004940428387732  
nchristina.nieberg@uni-hamburg.de

Nieozwiezki, Grzegorz  
UL S Banacha 2  
Warszawa 02-097  
Poland  
+48-22-55-46-452  
griedzwiedski@biol.uw.edu.pl

Northover, Joanna  
1513-1591 Riverside Drive  
Ottawa ON K1G 4A7  
Canada  
(613) 680-2447  
joanna.northover@gmail.com

Norton, Luke  
Bernard Price Institute (Palaeontology)  
University of the Witwatersrand  
Johannesburg Wits 2050  
South Africa  
+2711 7176682  
luke.norton@students.wits.ac.za

O’Loughn, Daniel T.  
15533 SW. Bulrush Lane  
Portland OR 97223  
(503) 590-2587  
danolough@aol.com

Odunze, Shirley Onyinye  
P. O. Box 634  
Uli  
Nigeria  
+234-80354-91799  
shirleyon@yahoo.com

Ortega, Alvarado  
Ciudad Universitaria  
S/N Coyacau  
Mexico OI M-04510  
Mexico  
+555-5688-4280, ext1118  
jalvaradoortega@yahoo.com.mx

Ortega, Francisco  
Fac. Ciencias  
Sendra del Rey 9  
Madrid 28040  
Spain  
+34-91-398-9341  
fortega@ccia.uned.es

Parks, Hillary  
805 Reeveston Drive  
Macomb IL 61455  
(847) 736-2289  
hl-parks@wiu.edu

Perini, Fernando  
Rua Hermenegildo Barros 138  
Belo Horizonte MG. 3170-230  
Brazil  
+55 31 91565952  
faperini@yahoo.com.br

Pound, Matthew James  
Environment Building  
University of Leeds  
West Yorkshire L52 9JT  
United Kingdom  
+44-07-11459-6861  
eemjp@see.leeds.ac.uk

Preuschoft, Holger  
Department of Anatomy  
Gebäude MA 01/436  
Ruhr-Universität  
Bochum D-44780  
Germany  
+49-23-470-1707  
holger.preuschoft@rub.de

Price, Gilbert  
Griffiths Road  
Redbank Plains A-4301  
Australia  
+04-3887-6005  
g.price1@uq.edu.au

Ramdarshan, Anusha  
Université Montpellier  
2 Place Eugène Bataillon  
Montpellier Cedex 5 F-34095  
France  
+33(0) 6 14 93 70  
anusha.ramdarshan@univ-montp2.fr

Renaud, Sabrina  
Batiment Géode, 2 rue Dubois  
Campus de la Doua  
Villeurbanne 69622  
France  
+(33) 4 72 44 83 77  
sabrina.renaud@univ-lyon1.fr

Renczkowski, Mark  
Department of Invertebrate Paleontology  
Museum of Comparative Zoology  
26 Oxford Street  
Cambridge MA 02138  
(617) 496-5965  
mrenckowski@oeb.harvard.edu

Revan, Ariel  
P. O. Box 200365  
New Haven CT 06520  
(917) 208-2526  
ariel.revan@yale.edu

Richards, Kelly Rebecca  
17A Christmas Steps  
City Centre  
Bristol BS1 5BS  
United Kingdom  
+07940995282  
kelly.r.richards@live.co.uk

Rivera-Sylva, Hector  
Montevideo 456 Lindavista  
Mexico City M-07300  
Mexico  
+55-558-64710  
hrivera_sylva@yahoo.co.uk

Rodrigues Marques da Silva, Taisa  
Richard-Wagner-Straße 10  
RK2  
München 80333  
Germany  
+49-089-2180-6619  
taisa.rodrigues@gmail.com

Rook, Lorenzo  
via G. La Pira, 4  
Firenze 50121  
Italy  
+39 (055) 2757520  
lorenzo.rook@unifi.it

Rubilar-Rogers, David  
Parque Quinta Normal  
Santiago 00000  
Chile  
+56 (2) 6804651  
drubilar@mnhn.cl

Ruiz, Javier  
Federico Mayo 6, Bajo A  
Madrid 28011  
Spain  
+34916138145  
jaruiz@geo.ucm.es

Ruiz-Omeñaca, Jose Ignacio  
Rasa de San Telmo s/n  
Colunga E-33328  
Spain  
+(34)985868000  
jigruiz@gmail.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russell, Rhian</td>
<td>101 24 Street NW Drumheller AB T0J 0Y1 Canada</td>
<td>(780) 695-0193</td>
<td>r <a href="mailto:russell@ualberta.ca">russell@ualberta.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saini, Jaspal</td>
<td>31 Pinnacles Circle Sacramento CA 95835 (916) 225-3100</td>
<td><a href="mailto:js.saini@sbcglobal.net">js.saini@sbcglobal.net</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sallan, Lauren</td>
<td>Organismal Biology and Anatomy 1027 E. 57th Street Chicago IL 60615</td>
<td>(954) 895-9192</td>
<td><a href="mailto:lsallan@uchicago.edu">lsallan@uchicago.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sallan, Ray</td>
<td>5020 S. Lake Shore Drive, Apt. 3409 Chicago IL 60615 (773) 643-2404</td>
<td><a href="mailto:lollia@gmail.com">lollia@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanfelice, Daniela</td>
<td>4 Stephenson Way London RS. SE5 9LQ United Kingdom +00442076795030</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:daniela.sanfelice@fzb.rs.gov.br">daniela.sanfelice@fzb.rs.gov.br</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santucci, Rodrigo</td>
<td>SCRN 708/709 Bloco B Entrada 42&lt; Apto 303 Brasilia - DF 70741-620 Brazil</td>
<td>(55) 061 3312-6771</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rodrigoms_00@yahoo.com">rodrigoms_00@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schultz, Julia Ann</td>
<td>Sigmund-Freud-Strasse 24 Bonn 53127 Germany +49-228-2094-7218</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:julia.zchultz@uni-bonn.de">julia.zchultz@uni-bonn.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schultz, Ellen</td>
<td>Biocenter &amp; Zoological Museum Martin-Luther-King-Platz 3 Hamburg 20146</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:ellen.schultz@uni-hamburg.de">ellen.schultz@uni-hamburg.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott, Bradley R</td>
<td>5204-35 Avenue Edmonton AB T6L 1v8 Canada</td>
<td>(780) 492-9436</td>
<td><a href="mailto:brscott@ualberta.ca">brscott@ualberta.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Gutstein, Carolina</td>
<td>Av. Duble Almeida 1380, 1204, Santiago 00000 Chile</td>
<td>+(56) 2 895-8513</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sgcarolina@gmail.com">sgcarolina@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squier, Michael</td>
<td>2613 Steeplechase Drive Reston VA 20191 (703) 476-9161</td>
<td><a href="mailto:lsquier@prodigy.net">lsquier@prodigy.net</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sledman, James</td>
<td>213 Dale Drive Silver Spring MD 20910 (301) 589-2250</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:jbstedman@verizon.net">jbstedman@verizon.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stein, Martina</td>
<td>Bonner Talweg 46A Bonn NRW 53113 Germany +02289695191</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:mstein@uni-bonn.de">mstein@uni-bonn.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stemler, James</td>
<td>205, 51049 Range Road 214 Sherwood Park AB TBE 1G7 Canada (780) 662-4700</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:jim_stemler@hotmail.com">jim_stemler@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studemeister, Paul</td>
<td>67S Sharon Park Drive, Suite 122 Menlo Park CA 94025 (650) 234-1030</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:paul@studemeister.com">paul@studemeister.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulej, Tomasz</td>
<td>Twarda 51/55 Warszawa 00-818 Poland +48 22 697 88 69</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:sulej@twarda.pan.pl">sulej@twarda.pan.pl</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeling, Emma</td>
<td>18 Hollybrook Road Dublin 3 Ireland +352-1-716-2263</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:emma.teeling@ucd.ie">emma.teeling@ucd.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry, Dennis</td>
<td>326 Buery Hall 1901 N. 13th Street Philadelphia PA 19122</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:doterry@temple.edu">doterry@temple.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tickle, Peter</td>
<td>3433 Stopford Building FLS Oxford Road Manchester M13 9PT United Kingdom</td>
<td>+44-0-7751-530-577</td>
<td><a href="mailto:peter.tickle@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk">peter.tickle@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torices, Angelica</td>
<td>C/Aldeanueva de la Vera 30 Madrid 28044 Spain +34-670-29-1945</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:atorices@geo.ucm.es">atorices@geo.ucm.es</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsai, Henry</td>
<td>Via Almeria Yorba Linda CA 92887 (714) 777-9389 <a href="mailto:hptsai@uci.edu">hptsai@uci.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker, Abigail</td>
<td>Craniofacial Dev. Floor 27 Guy's Tower Guy's Hospital, London Bridge London SE1 9RT United Kingdom +00442071884603 <a href="mailto:abigail.tucker@kcl.ac.uk">abigail.tucker@kcl.ac.uk</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkaly, Sherry</td>
<td>10 Ridge Road Severna Park MD 21146 (410) 647-9858 <a href="mailto:sst10@verizon.net">sst10@verizon.net</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubilla, Martin</td>
<td>Facultad de Ciencias Iguá 4225 Montevideo 11400 Uruguay +5258618</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:ubilla@fcien.edu.uy">ubilla@fcien.edu.uy</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Beek, Constance</td>
<td>1400 S. Lake Shore Drive Chicago IL 60605 (312) 665-7640 <a href="mailto:cvanbeek@fmnh.org">cvanbeek@fmnh.org</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van der Lubbe, Torsten</td>
<td>Wilhelm-Bluhm-Strasse 13 Hanover G-30451 Germany +05-11-215-0249</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:torsten.v.d.lubbe@web.de">torsten.v.d.lubbe@web.de</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van der Made, Jan</td>
<td>c. José Gutiérrez Abascal 2 Madrid 28006 Spain +34 (34) 639374835 <a href="mailto:mcnv538@mnecn.csic.es">mcnv538@mnecn.csic.es</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Heteren, Anneke</td>
<td>Whitelands College Holybourne Avenue London SW15 4JD United Kingdom +44 (0) 7972191468 <a href="mailto:a.vanheteren@roehampton.ac.uk">a.vanheteren@roehampton.ac.uk</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CANADA (Kevin Seymour, Canada Editor, kevins@rom.on.ca)

Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto

David Evans has field work planned for three locations this summer: the Yukon, where he has already found the first dinosaur bone to come out of the Yukon in 40 years; in the Milk River area of Alberta; and also some time in Mongolia. PhD student Nic Campione is getting married this summer, so he has managed to avoid field work this year, but David’s other PhD student, Ryan Schott, will be participating. Once again David has two University of Toronto students as summer interns to assist with the Alberta field work, along with Michael Ryan (Cincinnati) and some personnel from the Royal Tyrrell Museum.

With our new gallery open we are managing to get caught up on a lot of the basic museum work which got shoved aside for some years (e.g., data entry, labeling of drawers). As usual we are hosting a number of visitors to our collections this summer as well. We have three students this summer to help with skeleton preparation one day per week. The push this summer will be to get a lot of frozen reptiles out of the freezer and into the bug room. We now have over 8,200 Recent comparative skeletons in the paleontology collections.
Kevin Seymour hopes to submit a couple of papers from his thesis to journals this summer (finally). The work on the Fernbank interglacial site near Ithaca, New York, is finally out in *Quaternary Research* (Kevin did the vertebrates, all fragmentary fish remains). (Kevin Seymour)

**INTERNATIONAL** ([position open], International Editor [temp] maryanns@andrew.cmu.edu)

**Bulgaria**

**National Museum of Natural History**

During the last 25 years, a private collector, P. Popdimitrov, retrieved from the quarry of Azmaka near the city of Chirpan in southern Bulgaria a collection of fossil mammals that Denis Geraads from Paris and myself examined in 2007. Much to our surprise, we recognized in this collection the upper premolar (P4) of a hominoid found a year ago and resembling the Greek *Ouranopithecus*, but with somewhat shorter roots.

The quarry has subsequently been filled in, but, with the financial support of the Development of Bulgarian Science Foundation of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and the Leakey Foundation, we started, in June–July 2008, to open up trenches in the areas that had previously yielded most of the fossils. At the same time, we discovered a new fossiliferous spot (Azmaka-6), 150 m from the quarry, and started excavations there. Our team included Denis Geraads (CNRS-Paris), Latinka Hristova and Georgi Markov (NMNH-Sofia), Gildas Merceron (CNRS-Lyon) and myself. At least 15 late Miocene species (mostly perissodactyls, artiodactyls, and carnivores) were recognized, including the primate *Mesopithecus*. According to our geologists Tzanko Tzankov and Krassi Stoyanov, two genetic lithocomplexes could be differentiated in the terrigenous late Miocene deposits of the quarry—a lower one, consisting of clays of different colors; and an upper one, consisting of a number of alternated layers of sands and clays of alluvial origin. It seems that all the fauna (including the one from Azmaka-6) originates from the upper lithocomplex. From the reddish clay sands of the same lithocomplex also comes, after the explications of P. Popdimitrov, the hominoid premolar, found in proximity of a large *Deinotherium gigantissimum* mandible. Our examination of the fauna recovered from various spots in the quarry, which includes proboscideans, hipparions, chalicotheres, rhinos, bovids, giraffids, cervids, suids, and carnivores, indicates a Turolian age (second part of the Late Miocene). The new hominoid would probably be even later than the classic locality of Pikermi, as suggested by the presence of an archaic *Anancus*, thus definitely younger than the Greek and Turkish *Ouranopithecus*. This would make it the latest known hominoid in continental Europe, as was discussed at the RHOL meeting in April 2008. Hopefully, further excavations planned for the spring of 2009 will yield more remains of this unexpected primate. (Nikolai Spassov)

**UNITED STATES OF AMERICA**

**Northeast Region** (Margaret Lewis, Regional Editor, lewism@stockton.edu)

No news submitted.

**Southeast Region** ([position open], Regional Editor, [temp] maryanns@andrew.cmu.edu)

No news submitted.

**Midwest Region** ([position open], Regional Editor, [temp] maryanns@andrew.cmu.edu)

No news submitted.

**Southwest Region** ([position open], Regional Editor, [temp] maryanns@andrew.cmu.edu)
No news submitted.

**Rocky Mountain Region** (Brent Breithaupt, Regional Editor, uwgeoms@uwyo.edu)
No news submitted.

**Pacific Coast Region** (John M. Harris, Regional Editor, jharris@nhm.org)

*Burke Museum of Natural History and Culture*

The Burke Museum at the University of Washington will be undertaking a major renovation of its paleontological collections. This work will involve packing most of the collections and moving them to temporary storage. For this reason, access to the collections will be limited for the duration of the renovation: 15 August 2009 to 1 September 2011.

Although we anticipate that most fossils should be accessible, we ask that research visits or loan requests be postponed. If you have questions, please contact Ron Eng, Collections Manager, telephone: (206) 543-6776 or e-mail rceng@u.washington.edu. We appreciate the community's patience while we improve our facility. (Ron Eng)

**Colorado Desert District Stout Research Center**

Senior Park Aide Jeannie Johnstone continues to uncover the ca. 0.9 Ma-old partially articulated *Camelops* skeleton previously reported from the Ocotillo Formation. It was necessary to obtain an amendment to the California Environmental Quality Act permit in order to expand the quarry. It is expected that an additional 35 m³ of overburden may need to be removed from the ca. 15 × 20 m excavation. Surface, floor, and transmitted track horizons occur immediately above the bones and within the bone layer. Their exposure and documentation has slowed excavation of the skeleton. Tentative trackmakers include *Mammuthus*, *Equus*, and *Camelops*.

Assisted by Paleontology Society volunteers, Senior Park Aide Arnie Mroz continues geological/stratigraphic mapping and intensive survey work across several km² of badlands in the Truckhaven Rocks area on southern flank of the Santa Rosa Mountains. Abundant fossil remains recovered this season include the humerus and radius-ulna of a large camel, tentatively identified as *Blancocamelus*. Arnie was joined by our newest team member, Environmental Services Intern Ron Shugan. Other than assisting Arnie in the field, Ron has been verifying and recording the Truckhaven Rocks location and specimen data and organizing the collections.

Senior Park Aide Scott Musick has been surveying for fossil woods in the Freeman Properties, newly acquired parklands northeast of Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. The ca. 20 mi² area, which has been highly impacted by off-highway vehicles, includes mainly exposures of the ca. 2.5–4.0 Ma-old lacustrine Borrego and Colorado River deltaic Arroyo Diablo Formations. As a result of Scott’s work, an area with large amounts of fossil woods, a virtual petrified forest, was re-discovered after nearly 50 years of going unreported.

Although George has set his retirement date for the end of September 2009, given the present state budget crisis, plans may have to change. A hiring freeze may be imposed; or, even worse, vacating the position may result in its loss. Because keeping the paleontology program viable and affecting a smooth "change of guard" are of primary concern, George has agreed to delay retirement if necessary. We will keep all potential candidates posted (see announcement in Positions Available later in this News Bulletin) as this process unfolds. On the brighter side, Todd Wheeler and George have finished proof review of their paper on "*Panthera atrox*: Body proportions, size, sexual dimorphism and behavior of the cursorial lion of the North American plains."
Seven new students graduated in the latest Paleontology Certification Training Program for our volunteers. For a look at our program and activities, visit the Paleontology Society’s new Web site at http://www.anzaborregopaleo.org/. (G. T. Jefferson)

**Occidental College, Los Angeles**

Don Prothero's trade book “Greenhouse of the Dinosaurs” has been out since June and has already garnered numerous good reviews. The eighth edition of “Evolution of the Earth” is also out, with a cool cover designed by Carl Buell. Don spent the summer working on a new book for Johns Hopkins University Press on geological catastrophes, which should be out next year.

In May, Don and a four-student crew completed NSF-sponsored field work on the Eocene-Oligocene plant-bearing sequence in the Warner Range of northeastern California, and also on the late Eocene LaPorte flora of the northern Sierras. During the summer, those samples were analyzed and the results were fabulous. Don’s summer student Victoria Rutledge spent several months on the magnetometer and not only analyzed the Warner Range samples, but also her own PRF-sponsored project on the Mio-Pliocene Etchegoin Group near Coalinga, California, which will be presented this fall at GSA. Don guest-edited a special volume about transitional fossils for the on-line journal *Evolution: Education and Outreach* (on the Springer Web site). It includes numerous important new papers free for downloading, including an analysis of chordate-deuterostome relationships, Jenny Clack's latest synthesis of tetrapod origins, papers by Jim Clark and Luis Chiappe on transitional dinosaurs and birds, and by Ryosuke Motani on marine reptiles. There are also papers by Ken Angielczyk on synapsids, Hans Thewissen on whale origins, and one by Don on transitional fossils in ungulates.

In addition, the following papers have also appeared:


All except the last are available as PDFs and should be linked to Don’s Web site this autumn. (Donald Prothero)
COLORADO DESERT DISTRICT (CDD) PALEONTOLOGIST, California
Department of Parks and Recreation
The Paleontology Society of the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park is assisting in the recruitment of the District Paleontologist (DP). We anticipate that this position, currently held by George Jefferson, will be filled in late 2009. The DP leads a well-established, ongoing program charged with protecting and preserving CDD’s paleontology resources. The program includes field surveying, fossil recovery, preparation, and curation, as well as maintaining the CDD’s existing fossil collection of ca. 30,000 specimens. The DP conducts research and supports research at the CDD by outside scientists. The DP currently supervises four part-time, paid field-staff, and over 40 active volunteers (hourly input equivalent to ca. four full-time employees). The DP oversees CDD’s highly respected program for training paleontology volunteers, and supports educational and interpretive programs for the CDD.

Candidates should have a degree in geology, and have an established research history with a focus on the Neogene of North American vertebrate paleontology. An advanced degree is desirable. Candidates should be collaborative, accustomed to working both as a leader and in supporting roles. Experience within a government system is desirable.

The CDD includes six state parks in southeastern California. Anza-Borrego Desert State Park alone has over 100,000 acres of sedimentary deposits, both marine and terrestrial, spanning a period from 10 million to less than 10,000 years ago. The most significant and abundant fossil remains are from the late Miocene through mid Pleistocene. The paleontology resources are located on the margins of the Salton Trough, an active plate boundary.

The job is based at the CDD Stout Research Center, which houses the conservation laboratory and collections facilities. It is located in the desert community of Borrego Springs, a town of ca. 3,000 (with an additional 4,000 winter residents).

Potential applicants should contact ingwallr@mac.com for more information.
The Society of Vertebrate Paleontology
By-Law on Ethics

http://www.vertpaleo.org/society/memberethics.cfm

SVP Sponsors
As of 30 June 2008

The following individuals sponsor one or more SVP members by generously paying for their annual dues for the 2008–2009 membership year. If you are interested in becoming an SVP sponsor, please visit:

http://www.vertpaleo.org/membership/index.cfm

and click on “Printable Membership Sponsor Form (Adobe Acrobat PDF).”

Larry Agenbroad
Christopher J. Bell
Minjin Bolortsetseg
Michael Wayne Caldwell
Kenneth Carpenter
Robert Carroll
Judd A. Case
Philip J. Currie
Leo Carson Davis
Eric Delson
David Elliott
Laurie Fletcher
John J. Flynn
David D. Gilette

Michael S. Ginter
James L. Goedert
Mark B. Goodwin
Jerry D. Harris
Samantha Hopkins
Axel Hungerbuehler
Louis L. Jacobs
Donald L. Lofgren
Bruce J. MacFadden
Jin Meng
Ellen Miller
Patricia E. Monaco
Patricia Rich
Annette Richter

Robert J. Rushforth
Michael J. Ryan
Jeffrey Saunders
Judith A. Schiebout
Judith G. Scotchmoor
William H. Straight
Mark Terry
Yukimitsu Tomida
David Ward
Alisa J. Winkler
Michael Woodburne
Xiao-Chun Wu
SOCIETY OF VERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Please click on one of the following links to access the SVP Membership Application Form:

(Online) Membership Application Form:
https://www.vertpaleo.org/source/memberApp/index.cfm

To access the (Printable) Membership Application Form, go to:
https://www.vertpaleo.org/membership.index.cfm
The following people have made donations to SVP funding initiatives during the 2008–2009 membership year (as of 30 June 2008). SVP thanks them for their support. Information regarding all SVP funds, and how to donate to them, can be found at:

Anyone wishing to make a royalty donation to SVP should contact the SVP Business Office at: svp@vertpaleo.org or 1-847-480-9095.

PATRON MEMBERS ($1,095 or more)

Christopher Bell  Leland Hix  John J. Lanzendorf
William Clemens  Marvin Hix  Kevin Padian
Steve Cohen  Louis L. Jacobs  Louis H. Taylor
John J. Flynn  Farish A. Jenkins

PARTNER MEMBERS ($495–$1,094)

Catherine Badgley  Rufus Churcher  Patricia Monaco
David S Berman  Bettie Kehrt  Gerald R. Smith
Annalisa Berta  Bruce J. MacFadden  Blaire Van Valkenburgh

SUSTAINING MEMBERS ($145–$494)

Michael J. Addison  John R. Horner  Judith Schiebout
Harley Armstrong  Zhe-Xi Luo  Gerald E. Schultz
Gerald S. Bales  James H. Madsen  Eric Scott
John C. Barry  John A. Malley  Holmes A. Semken
Anna K. Behrensmeyer  Allen D. McCrady  Pat Shipman
Raymond L. Bernor  Samuel A. McLeod  James Stevens
Michael Brett-Surman  Sean Modesto  Margaret Stevens
Barbara Brown  Henry Moon  Yukimitsu Tomida
Marc A. Carrasco  Phil Policelli  Adriana Torres
Kyle L. Davies  Christopher Prothero-Waller  Ted J. Vlamis
Mary R. Dawson  Robert R. Reisz  David P. Whistler
Willard P. Dye  John M. Rensberger  Mark V. H. Wilson
Lawrence J. Flynn  Mark A. Roeder  Dale Winkler
Daniel Guthrie  Kenneth D. Rose  
Andrew Hempel  Andres Santos-Cubedo
OTHER DONORS ($1–$144)

Jeff Agnew
Edgar F. Allin
Maria Judith Babot
Brian D. Bade
Bhart-Anjan Bhullar
Faysal Bibi
Richard W. Blob
Allison K. Bormet
Matthew A. Brown
Benjamin J. Burger
Kerin Claeson
Christopher Cold
Patrick Collins
Walter P. Coombs
David Cupo
Phillip J. Currie
Paolo Custodi
Eric W. Dewar
David P. Dietz
Peter Dodson
Sean Doyle
Martin Dubreuil
Jeffrey G. Eaton
Andrew Allen Farke
Harry L. Fierstine
John Fleagle
Laurie Fletcher
Marilyn Fox
Allan B. Fraser
Paul Gagliardi
Joe Gentry
Lawrence A. Gilbert
Michael Gottfried
Barbara Smith Grandstaff
Arthur H. Harris
Jerry D. Harris

Martha C. Hayden
Tobin Hieronymus
Ren Hirayama
Thomas R. Holtz, Jr.
Matthew Lee Howard
Robert I. Howes
Robert M. Hunt
Margaret Imhof
Nina G. Jablonski
Christine Janis
Thomas David Johnson
Marc Emyr Huw Jones
Charles King
Jozef Klembara
Paul L. Koch
Eva Bundgaard Koppelhus
Manfred Kropf
Lucia Kuizon
Kathleen A. Lehtola
Margaret E. Lewis
Patrick J. Lewis
Joshua Andrew Ludtke
Robert J. Mahoney
Anthony Martin
William H. Mason
Robert K. McAfee
Cathleen McClellan
Julia McHugh
Robert J. Mahoney
Christian A. Meyer
Anthony Martin
William H. Mason
Robert K. McAfee
Cathleen McClellan
Julia McHugh

Diana Pomeroy
Jason C. Poole
Art Poyer
John J. Rebar
Zbynek Rocek
Tamaki Sato
Hiroshi Sawamura
Charles R. Schaff
Cynthia Schraer
Miriam Schwartz
Richard Serrano
Sally Y. Shelton
Christian A. Sidor
Edward L. Simpson
William F. Simpson
H. Catherine W. Skinner
Robert J. Sloan
Sue Smith
Kathryn J. Stanton
Jeffery A. Supplee
Camm C. Swift
Chris Tait
Yuji Takakuwa
His-Jen Tao
Bruce H. Tiffney
Loren M. Toohey
Frank J. Varriale
David Varricchio
Pei Wang
Gae Weber
Wilma Wessels
Robin Whatley
Jon Wildung
Charles K. Wilkins
Andre Wyss
Hai-Lu You
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BOOK ROYALTIES DONATED TO SVP

Michael J. Ryan, Brenda J. Cinnery-Allgeier, and David A. Eberth for “New Perspectives on Horned Dinosaurs.”

